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Name: _______________ Class: VIII

Winter break assignment ( Vacations 31.12.16 to 10.1.17 )

Hello Kids,
Holiday and a great time. Wishing you a very happy holidays. Utilize your holidays to the best. Let us have
a fun while sun shines. However, we should not forget our basic aim also during this period i.e. academics.
Hence in order to keep you in touch with studies we have prepared activity based assignments for your
overall development. And because many a little makes miracle do your assignments on regular basis by
your own so that  you learn something while doing which is the purpose of these assignments. You should
keep in mind the following notes while doing the holiday’s assignments.

Notes:-
1. Do all the assignments on plane A-4 size sheets or as per instructions given in assignments and

submit in a folder. Write your name, class and section on the first sheet. You can paste ruled
papers on the plain sheets for writing, if you are not comfortable to write on plain sheets.

2. Revise all the work done in the books and note books since beginning of FA-4.
3. Watch any informative English channel of your choice for one hour daily to improve your general

knowledge and English language.
4. It may be noted that the office of the school will remain open throughout the winter vacation. You

are welcome to visit the school on any working day for payment of fee or any other official work
during normal working hours. Winter break assignments are enclosed.

5. Subject wise criteria for evaluation has been written below against each subject do all the
assignments in proper manner as the evaluation of the same shall be considered for FA-4
assessment as project work.

ENGLISH:-

1. Your friend dares you to enter a lonely house which is said to be haunted. The house is at the end of
schedules street and the time is 11 o’clock in the night. Write a paragraph describing the house and the
eerie feeling it creates. ( on A-3 Size sheet) (5)

2. Take any conversation between two persons ( 5-6 dialogues) and then change it
into the indirect speech. (5)



MATHS:-

1. Do according to your roll number: (5)
a) Collect information on  expenditure of your house of one month and express in the form of pie

chart ( roll no. 1 to 10)
b) Collect information on time spend by you on different activities and express in the form of bar

graph.( roll no. 11 to 20)
c) Collect , classify and represent data as a histogram on watching TV. ( roll no. 21 onwards)
2. Collect information about great mathematician according to your roll numbers. (5)
a) Albert Einstein ( Odd roll Numbers)
b) Andrew wills ( Even roll numbers)
 Complete lab manual FA 4 Syllabus activities.

SCIENCE:-

1. Write the information about the sericulture of India. ( related to silkworm) on A-3 size sheet. (5)
2. Make a collage of natural phenomenon and consequence on A-3 size sheet. (5)

SST:-

1. Prepare a project on freedom fighters according to your roll number:- (5)
a) G.K. Gokhale ( 1 to 10)
b) Lala Lajpat Rai ( 11 to 20) c) Subhash Chandra Bose( 21 onwards)
2. Make a project on social reformers who has worked against untouchability according to your roll

number: (5)
a) Gandhiji ( 1 to 10 )
b) Rabindra Nath Tagore ( 11 to 20) c) Kabir ( 21 onwards)
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